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C 22
GB
Hall/Stand number

2016
Protect your trade fair stand using intelligent video technology. Take advantage of our video surveillance centre.

C

Our service offer comprises the following components:

22

• Image transfer and archiving system.
• CCD colour cameras with system cable
• Service package
• Start-up, orientation and transfer to renter
• Image transfer to our video surveillance centre.
• In case of alarm, intervention by a security officer assigned to the respective hall
Our offer also includes all required technical connections. We only require one 230V power
plug-in and space comparable to the size of a briefcase at your stand.
Please enter your required surveillance period (date only) in the stand size box.
You can individually change the activation and deactivation of the surveillance in the surveillance period at any time.
Price per night: 170.00 €

Stand size up to 150 m2

X
Start of surveillance

bis

End of surveillance

=

=

€

= Total price

Price per night: 201.00 €

Stand size up to 250 m2

X
Start of surveillance

170.00 € per night

Number of nights

bis

End of surveillance

=

Number of nightse

bis

End of surveillance

=

Number of nights

201.00 € per night

=

€

= Total price

Stand size over 250 m2

Start of surveillance

Please submit us an offer!

Please send us an individual offer for the technical surveillance of our fair stand.
We would also like to use the camera technology for marketing purposes, please inform us of the possibilities.
(You will also find information on the “Pictures in motion” form)

!

Order online! https://www.oos.messe-duesseldorf.de > Order Forms > Logistics
The General Terms and Conditions of Dölling Sicherheit GmbH shall apply; these can be obtained or accessed on the Internet at www.doelling-sicherheit.de
2/2 >>
We hereby order the services for hire in accordance with the Conditions of Participation and Technical Guidelines laid down for this event.

Name of the company

Contact

Street

Telephone

Postal code and place

Telefax

Country

Email

I will pay with:

VAT ID

+
+

Cash payment at
Account/Bank
transfer
the stand

Account/Bank transfer

Company Stamp, date, signature
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We protect your trade fair stand using intelligent video technology.
We provide onsite security.
Easy and safe:
Video Surveillance
How it works:
We install high-resolution cameras at your stand or in the ceiling of the
hall. As soon as the trade fair closes its doors at night, we activate the
video system at your stand. The video cameras cover all angles and supply
uninterrupted image flow.
Highly sensitive motion detectors register each action onsite and record
any image changes directly to our video surveillance centre.
The live image signals are analysed by intelligent software at our centre.
The program can differentiate between a hazard alarm and a malfunction
message.
Our safety specialist checks the image alert on the monitor and dispatches
the security service directly to your stand in the event of a break-in. The
image data are stored and may be used to document and identify the perpetrator after a break-in.

State-of-the-art video technology using visible video surveillance serves as
a deterrent, as well. At night, you surround your stand with a clearly visible
warning tape and use signs to raise awareness of the video surveillance.
We provide you with the necessary materials.
Safe and mobile:
Onsite security personnel
In addition to the video surveillance, you may also request our security
personnel for your trade fair stand. Especially during set-up or for very
large trade fair stands, security personnel provide a high degree of mobility
onsite. Our security specialists are equipped with a portable surveillance
monitor and know exactly what is going on at your stand at all times.

Now that you have a good idea . . .
. . . you are probably curious what other services
our video surveillance centre can offer.

Use your image data for marketing purposes, for example!
You will find information in the form “Pictures in Motion“.

Company

Company Stamp, date, signature

